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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
J

2INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to analyze the vocabulary
of the textbook. Nations Beyond the Seas , Wallace W. Atwood
and Helen Goss Thomas, boston: Ginn and Company, 1944, as
to the number of unknown words to be found in each chapter by
checking with the vocabulary list of H. D. Rinsland^ which
contains a basic vocabulary for elementary school children.
After securing the list of unknown words for each chapter,
short matching tests will be constructed for the purpose of
increasing the meaning vocabulary of the pupils using the
text •
The authors of this geography textbook have endeavored
to meet the situation of vocabulary difficulties by checking
the vocabulary against the Buckingham, Bolch2 list. Of these
lists, Reilly3 has said that it is obvious that no single
piece of research could compile a complete exactly graded
vocabulary to meet the needs of every child, too many factors
are involved, the way in which the words are used, in writing,
reading, speaking or hearing, the particular group, the in-
dividual child and his environment—all these must be con-
sidered.
IV H. D. Rinsiand, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School
Children
,
New York: Macmillan Company, 1945.
2. B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined Word List
,
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936.
3. Eleanor M. Reilly, A Study of Social Studies
,
Reading
,
Languages
,
Spelling and Health Textbooks to Ascertain a
Basal Vocabulary List for Grade 4. Unpublished Master*
s
Thesis, Boston University, 1948.
-,
.
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3A functional vocabulary and confidence in using it would
aid immensely the pupil in his work in content subjects*
Verbalism would be largely eliminated. It is hoped that the
use of these matching pre-tests by an imaginative teacher
will fit the vocabulary needs of each pupil and each class
more closely than the mere use of vocabulary word lists which
are too extensive, and inclusive.
The following research points out the great need for
stress on meaning vocabulary.
c-
.
.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RESEARCH

oRESEARCH CHAPTER
In an article discussing word meanings. Bond1 makes the
following statements:
There can he no question that all teachers are concerned
with the development of clear, vivid meaning of words*
This is true no matter at what level we teach or in what
subject we are primarily interested* Each field of human
endeavor has developed its own specialized vocabulary.
There are for each field words that are unique to that
field. 'Laissez-faire,* * immigration, * and * lame duck*
belong to the field of the social studies while •chloro-
phyll,* ’catalyst* and ’kinetics* belong to science. In
addition, each field has words with specialized meanings
such as the word ’culture* in anthropology and ‘culture*
in bacteriology. One of the major concerns of any
teacher is to make permanent the vocabulary which is
pertinent in any particular subject matter* In order for
such learnings to become permanent, they must be under-
stood. The meanings of words are not retained if they
are merely memorized* They must be full of clear and
vivid reality to become part of the useful concepts of
a person.
Bond continues to say that in order to build clear, vivid
meanings of the words in any subject matter field, the teacher
must use all avenues available. All too frequently the burden
of development of vocabulary is left entirely to the textbook.
A truism frequently stated is that the student gets from the
textbook what he brings to it. The learner, with little re-
lated experience, can acquire few, if any, accurate word mean-
ings. An obvious responsibility of any teacher is to develop
the background necessary to read with understanding the
material assigned.
T~. Guy L. Bond, "How Clear, Vivid Meanings are Acquired and
Implications for Improving Reading in the Content Pi elds,"
fircsgrtsfi
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Rutan\ also, believes that teachers should not rely on
the textbook to develop the vocabulary of the content subject.
He states that frequently we hear that pupils fail to under-
stand the words basic to a full comprehension of the contents
of their textbooks. If this is true, then it is necessary
that pupils receive vocabulary training which will enable
them to become more skillful in manipulating the symbols of
language.
Thus, in the beginning, the teacher of science should
make up a list of the key words necessary for the understand-
ing of the science lessons in advance of each unit and in-
clude with each word the exact sense In which it should be
taken in the science class.
Schauer^ expresses this same idea when she advises:
Ask an elementary teacher about her problems in teaching
geography and you are almost sure to find that she con-
siders reading the word matter, or textual material of
the textbook, her major problem. Many teachers dismiss
the problem by saying that the reading material in the
textbook is too difficult. Instead, they should try to
find out why the text is too hard and then so present
the material as to make the text readable.
She cites the case of a boy who had reading and vocabu-
lary scores of 2.5 and 2.2 respectively, read geography
textual material with unusual understanding because he had an
1
.
Edward J. Hutan, wTeaching the Vocabulary of Science,”
Education
.
66: 170-172, November, 1945.
2. Virginia P. Schauer, "Teaching Children How to Read the
Geography Textbook," Journal of Geography
.
44: 279-287,
October, 1945.
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excellent background for the subject. His deciphering of a
paragraph or page of printed material was slow and laborious
but each word, each phrase, each sentence held meaning for
him.
Gray and Holmes* stress the value of meanings. They
state that the meanings of words are acquired slowly as a
rule, that some are learned relatively early and others not
until quite late, if at all, in the school life of the child,
and that individuals differ widely in the rate at which they
acquire meanings. Furthermore, the character of the defini-
tions attached to words changes notably from the lower to the
higher grades* The period from nine to fifteen is particular-
ly productive in the acquisitions of meaning. One of the
facts emphasized repeatedly by all investigators is the sur-
prising lack among children of clear, accurate meanings of
words. The development of such meanings is a specific ob-
ligation of teachers at all grade levels and in each field of
study.
2
Thorndike studied mistakes in paragraph reading. Many
failures found were incorrect connections with individual
words. pupils gave over potency or under potency to elements
1.
William a. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, "The Development of
Meaning Vocabularies in Reading: An Experimental Study,"
Reading in Relation to Experience and Language t Supplementary
Educational Monograph, University of Chicago, 1938.
2. Edward L. Thorndike, “Reading as Reasoning: A Study of
Mistakes in raragraph Reading,*' Journal of Educational
Psychology
, 8: 323-332, June, 1917.
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of meaning and failed to evaluate ideas by accepting or re-
jecting them. These difficulties revealed a need for a basic
vocabulary.
Bond-*- believes that there are certain guiding principles
to facilitate the establishment of accurate and realistic
word meanings
.
1. The reader should have a clearly defined purpose or
goal in mind.
2. The understanding of the material being read must be
necessary for reaching the goal.
3. The reader must have the necessary background of
related experiences needed to understand the material read.
4. The vocabulary load of partially understood words
or new words should not be too great*
5. The vocabulary to be learned should appear many
times and in a variety of situations to obtain accurate mean-
ings .
6. The difficult words can be isolated and a more de-
tailed study of them undertaken. Often it is expedient for
the teacher to anticipate some of the difficult words and in-
troduce them in pre-study activities before they are met in
the reading.
7. The learner should be encouraged to use the new
vocabulary and to express the meanings of the new words in
T~» Guy L. Bond, op. cit
.
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his own language.
Gray and Holmes 1 found in presenting history material
to fourth graders that the children often did not check words
as ‘unknown 1 which they later failed on when presented with
sixteen words from the text as a test*
Elivian^ learned that fifth and sixth grade children
were not able to recognize what words they did not know. She
also found that the better readers were superior in finding
words they did not know while the poorer readers found ex-
tremely few words which they were able to recognize as being
unknown to them.
Urosscup comments that the failure to recognize diffi-
culties is a general form of evasion. He found that verbal-
ism is very widespread and would appear to spring largely
from a general inability in recognizing difficulties, though
it is undoubtedly associated in many specific instances with
bluffing and self-deception.
He mentions that if children have too limited an ex-
perience to deal with many of the concepts they encounter
and if, in general, for reasons which are not at present
apparent they are insensitive in a greater or lesser degree
l.Gray and Holmes, op. cit.
2*Jeannette Elivian, ^ord perception and TI7ord Meaning in Silent
Reading in the Intermediate Grades
,
Unpublished Master 1 s
Thesis, Boston University, 1§38
.
3 .Richard B. Crosscup, A Survey and Analysis of Methods and
Techniques for Fostering Growth of Meaning Vocabulary
,
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1940.
.'
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to the presence of concepts which they do not understand, and
if the schools, notwithstanding, insist on the learning of
lessons which involve any great quantity of unfamiliar con-
cepts, one of the results will be verbalism.
In consequence, after a survey of these comments and
studies we are led to conclude that the ability to understand
the vocabulary of the textbook is extremely important and
necessary. An analysis of the vocabulary of any textbook is,
therefore, of great value to both the teacher, class, and
publisher. This is the problem which is undertaken in this
study.
The textbook to be used as a basis for analysis was
Nations Beyond the Seas by Wallace W. Atwood and Helen Goss
Thomas, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1944. This was selected
because it was used universally throughout the s ixth grades
of our city and an analysis of its vocabulary would be of
great benefit to the users. It was decided to check the
vocabulary against the Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School
Children by H. D. Rinsland, New York: Macmillan Co., 1945.
Prom the vocabulary derived, matching tests were to be con-
structed which will be described more fully in the next
chapter.
This method is mentioned by Canty-*- who explains that
l.Mary Canty, "What About Reading?” Social Education
,
1:640-3,
December, 1937.
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another reason for poor reading is the lack of knowledge of
the meaning of words met in the context. Poor readers meet
so many unfamiliar words in the usual reading material given
to them in school that they do not really know when a word is
unknown to them. Try having your group read a chapter in
their textbook on any subject. Ask them to list as they read
the new words which they have met in their reading or words
whose meaning is not clear. It is surprising to see how few
words the poorest readers will have listed. Now test the en-
tire group on the meaning of words which you think may be un-
familiar. This can be done by constructing a matching test
of words and definitions. If your list is long, divide it
into groups of eight or ten words, each group to be matched
with d efinitions . By giving two or three more definitions
than words, the elimination process is avoided. By seeing
the mistakes made on these tests children will see that there
were words they did not know nor list. Occasional repetition
of this procedure should make your pupils more conscious of
unfamiliar words, and so increase their reading vocabularies.
Previous to this, Durrell 1 had already suggested the
following:
Tests often do not indicate fully the particular meaning
difficulties that any child will encounter in a given
reading selection. Informal tests based upon the
1. Donald D. Durrell, Individual Differences and their Implica-
cations with Respect to Instruction in Reading," The Teaching
of Reading : A Second Report , National Society for the Study
of Education Yearbook, JOCXYI, 1937.
.-
.
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materials of instruction are usually the best means of
revealing the suitability of materials for the child,
when the skills are highly specific and complete mastery
is important, inventory tests should be developed fre-
quently.
While difficulties in compreshension at these levels
(intermediate and upper grades; depend on many factors,
the basic difficulty is probably one of understanding
words and concepts. This is particularly true in the
case of textbooks in the content subjects. To determine
the difficulties in word meaning of a particular text-
book, a series of matching tests may be prepared.
To the question as to whether the pupils themselves can-
not derive the meanings from the context, McCullough^ answers
that in the same way we have thought of a context clue in the
singular; we have thought that a clue was a clue and a guess
was a guess. We have gone as far as to say that if a child
read widely he would naturally increase his vocabulary. In
that statement we have assumed that, when he met a completely
strange word, the context, that is, the words surrounding
the unknown word would contain a clue • We have assumed that
he would recognize the c lue and that he would add the new
word with its suggested meaning to his vocabulary. The truth
of the matter is that the meanings of strange words are not
always revealed through the surrounding words, furthermore,
the reader does not always recognize the clue when it is pre-
sent; and for want of patience with a dictionary, or of
energy to rise and get a dictionary, the reader passes over
the strange word.
Constance' McCullough, "The Recognition of Context Clues in
Reading,” Elementary English Review
, 22; 1-5, January, 1945.
.
1
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The selection of the matching test may be justified by
Sims^ who found in comparing the reliability of the following
tests
:
1. Identification
2. Checking known words
3. Matching
4. Multiple response
that there is some evidence that the matching tests give the
most satisfactory group measure of vocabulary.
Durrell2 states that the measurement of word and phrase
difficulties usually gives a fair indication of the difficulty
of a book for a group of children.
Crosscup3 contends that direct word teaching should be
undertaken primarily for the purpose of illuminating a con-
text which is being studied.
He mentions Hamsworth's^ study which showed definite
gain on the Stanford Achievement Test, Form B, with an ex-
perimental group over a control group by having a part of
the recitation period each day given over to studying the
1.
V. Iff. Sims, ‘’Reliability and Validity of Four Types of
Vocabulary Tests,'* Journal of Educational Research
,
2u: 91-
96, June-Dee. 1929.
2.
Donald D. Durrell: op.cit.
3.
Richard B. Crosscup: op.cit.
4.
Harry C. Hamsworth, Vocabulary Difficulties in Social Science
,
Colorado State Teacher* s College, Unpublished Master* s Thesis,
1932.
..
' •
difficult words connected with the assignment. These studfes
include; matching, completion, and true-false.
In regard to the use of judgment in composing the de-
finitions to be matched, Kelley 1 has this to say about
multiple choice tests. He found that in making a multiple
response vocabulary test that it was no better to construct a
test from the incorrect choices which were most frequent in
choosing similar or opposite words to a stimulus word than to
build the choices himself using his own judgment.
In the selection of Rinsland's work as the vocabulary
check, a review of some of the outstanding vocabulary and
word lists was first necessary. Seegers2 recounts the follow
ing as outstanding:
1.
Thorndike’s^ Teachers Word Book is probably the most
significant of all these studies. Counting the separate fre-
quencies found in over ten million running words, Thorndike
has ’’isted with considerable authenticity in frequency order
the most frequently found in English reading material.
He s-ates clearly that this is not a graded list, not a
spelling list, not arranged in order of difficulty, and pays
V. V.H.Kelley, "Experiment with Multiple Choice Vocabulary
Tests Constructed by Two Different Procedures,” Journal of
Experimental Education, 5: 249-2bu, March, 1937.
2. J. Conrad Seegers, ^Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary
school," Seventh Annual Research Bulletin , The National
Conference on Research in English, N.Y.: Scott Foresman
and Company, 1939.
3. e. L. Thorndike, The Teacher 1 s word Book of 1U ,^UQ words ,
N. Y., Columbia University, 19&1*
.-
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no attention to semantic variations or inflectional forms*
2 •Gates'*’ on the basis of a series of studies, listed the
150u word vocabulary which he considered basic for children's
reading. These 15uu words were selected from 43uo words most
frequently found. In the selection he employed the judgment
of experts. A strong factor of Gates' study is that he
recognizes that as far as children are concerned, the use of
a word is as significant as the form. There are only 1263
different word forms in the 1500 words.
3. A very extensive investigation was conducted by
Buckingham and Dolch1 to determine as nearly as possible what
words children from grades two through grade eight know.
Children were told to write, in fifteen minutes, as many words
as they could think of. Over 2oOO children from widely dis-
tributed areas submitted nearly two and a half million running
words. Proper names, abbreviations, contractions, archaic and
poetic forms were omitted. On the basis of probable vocabulary
development, experience with children in the grades, and
analysis of other studies of both written and spoken vocabu-
laries, the authors suggested a grade by grade vocabulary of
some 19,000 words.
1. Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades t New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1937.
2. B. R. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined ^ord List
,
Boston; Ginnand Company, 1936.
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4. Gaiter found original expression resulted better
than reproduction in improving children's vocabulary. He
noted greater improvement in grades four, five, and six than
in seven and eight.
p5. Durrell-Sullivan list is a selected vocabulary for
each of the intermediate grades, the words being derived from
17 fourth grade books, 2u fifth grade books, and 19 sixth
grade books. Words in the Gates primary list are not in-
cluded, the list being additional to the Gates list. Words
were included in the list at each grade level which appeared
in seven or more books.
,
*
In Rinsland' s^study, not finished at the time of Seeger's
publication, we find that he covered seven hundred and eight
areas, and included all geographical parts of the United
States. He compiled one hundred thousand compositions to the
total of more than six million words examined. Fourteen
thousand words were reported. Rinsland, himself, says that
the present sampling is, therefore, the richest from the
writings of children and comparable to the largest count
from the writings of adults. As a result, it was the voca-
1. Israel Gaiter, Improving the Spoken Vocabulary of
Elementary School Children
, Unpubli shed Doctor’s Thesis,
Temple University, 1928.
2. Donald D. Durrell and Helen B. Sullivan, "Vocabulary
Instruction in the Intermediate Grades," Elementary
English Review 15: 4-5 April-May, 1938.
3. H. D. Rinsland: op. cit.
4. J. C. Seeger: op. cit.
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biliary list selected for this paper.
In checking the vocabulary of the textbook with the
word list we must keep in mind that Thorndike-5- estimates
that the proper ratio of new words or unknovm words is about
one unknown word in two hundred running words •
Durrell2
,
also, mentions this when he says that the
measurement of word and phrase difficulties usually gives a
fair indication of the difficulty of a book for a group of
children. In his estimation, a very heavy meaning vocabulary
would indicate that the text is too difficult for the group
tested and an easier text should be supplied.
Berger has recently published some research on the
difficulty of third grade health readers. He states that
when Rinsland's^ study of the vocabulary of elementary
children appeared, he made a comparison between the list of
words used once in nine third grade health readers, v/ith
those actually used by children in their daily speech and
written work. The purpose of this comparison was to deter-
mine how often the vocabulary v/ith a low frequency of use is
actually part of the vocabulary of the child. A tabulation
of the scientific vocabulary of the health readers was also
1. Edward L. Thorndike, "Improving the Ability to Read,"
Teachers College Record
,
36:1-19, 123-144, 229-241, Oct.,
Nov., Dec .1934.
2. Donald D. Durrell*,op. cit.
3. Herman I. Berger, "The Difficulty of Third Grade Health
Jg|^ers," The Elementary School Journal , 47:391-395, March,
4. H. d! Rinsland: op. cit.
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made.
In this study, 1335 words were found by actual count,
that appeared only once in the nine books. Of these 1335
words appearing but ono^ 375 (2^ do not appear at all on
the Rinsland list; 332 (25%)were listed, but not classified,
under Grade III in his list. He found that a total of 217
words were classified under Grade III or above. This seems
like a small and reasonable number, but one must remember
that more than 700 words were not listed or, if listed, were
not classified under Grade III or below.
He continues that it would seem reasonable to expect
that the teachers of health education would have to stress
the meanings of many of the words used in that particular
subject in order to give the pupils ability to use the texts
with meaning.
That the teacher who stresses vocabulary is aiding the
child in more than just ability in that one content subject
is mentioned by Crosscup^ who states that whatever the re-
lationship, both academic and certain kinds of life success
are associated with large vocabulary.
p
Traxler, also, mentions that the existence of a relation-
ship between vocabulary and general achievement in school has
1.
Richard B. Crosscup: op. cit.
2.
Arthur E. Traxler,” The Relationship between vocabulary
and General Achievement in the Elementary School,” The
Elementary School Journal
,
February, iy45.
•
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long been recognized. Every teacher is probably aware that,
on the whole, the pupils with the greater knowledge of word
meaning do the better sbhool work.
Bond1 found that in order to predict tenth grade achieve-
ment, a thorough measure of vocabulary is nearly as good as
a battery of tests. He said that at the elementary school
level the relationship between knowledge of word meaning and
over-all achievement does not seem to have been studied ex-
tensively. In order to provide information of this kind,
correlations were found between word-meaning scores and total
scores on the Stanford Achievement Test at each grade level
from IV to VIII inclusive. These correlations range from ,780
to. 877 with a median of .827.
o
Traxler goes on to say that it may be concluded that the
word meaning score on the Stanford Achievement Tests is a
reasonably good predictor of the total score on the test and
it continues to be a fair predictor even when the intelligence
quotient is held constant. It is also evident that the word-
meaning score is a better predictor of total achievement than
is the intelligence quotient as measured by the Kuhlmann-
Anderson Intelligence Tests.
These findings have implications for both testing and
LElden A. Bond, 11Tenth Grade Abilities and Achievements,"
Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 813, New
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1940.
2. Arthur E. Traxler: op. cit.
.'
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teaching. First, if one wishes to obtain a rapid, fairly
valid prediction of general achievement in the elementary
grades, a word meaning test appears to be preferable to an
intelligence test. Second, the high relationship of word
meaning to total achievement of elementary school pupils
suggests that in their attempts to improve the general achieve
ment of elementary-school pupils, teachers could well place
more emphasis on the teaching of vocabulary.
.*
CHAPTER III
CONSTRUCTION OF VOCABULARY EXERCISES

CONSTRUCTION OP MATCHING TESTS
FROM
THE VOCABULARY OP A TEXTBOOK
The first important task was to determine the textbook
whose number of new words was to be counted and checked.
Since this problem was to be carried on by various students,
each choosing her own textbook, the writer decided to use
the geography. Nations Beyond the Seas , Wallace W. Atwood
and Helen Goss Thomas, Boston: Ginn and Company, 1944.
This selection was made for the following reasons:
1. the writer was familiar with the text, having used
it in classes for a number of years.
2. it was in widespread use throughout the intermediate
grades of the city in which she taught.
A thorough examination was to be made page by page. In-
cluded in this careful perusal were the instructions for map
work, the various tests and the captions placed under the
illustrations. As each page was surveyed, the writer listed
in columns the words which from her experience might be Un-
known* to pupils in a sixth grade. These words were care-
fully kept in the order in which they appeared in the text.
Care was also taken that each word retained its same form
such as singular, plural, present, or past tense. Some
terms such as 'river mouth* and 'glacial drift' were ren-
dered in that form in the tests since they denoted an entire-
., :
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ly different meaning when used individually as 'river 1
,
‘mouth*, 'glacial*, and 'drift'. These terms were counted as
individual words. The number of 'unknown' words gained in
this way was 693.
A clarification of the use of the w ord* unknown' in this
study would seem necessary at this time. It is true that the
criterion used for listing these 693 'unknown' words was mere-
ly the estimation of the writer based upon her experience of
eleven years in using the textbook with sixth graders. There
is no claim made that this would be a list 'unknown' to any
particular group of sixth graders in whole or in any parti-
cular part. This would, of course, depend upon too many
factors. The only assumption which could be offered would
be that the list presents many words which teachers using
the text will find are unknown to many of her pupils. The
arrangement of the words according to chapter headings and
sub-diviaions makes the list easy to use at the discretion
of the teacher.
To make the matching tests more scientific than the com-
plete list, it was decided to check the latter against A
Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children
,
Henry D.
Rinsland, New York: Macmillan Company, 1945. In their
"Foreword to the Teachers," Atwood and Thomas asserted that
the vocabulary of Nations Beyond the Seas had been checked
'.
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with the Buckingham Dolch.1 list. We decided, therefore, to
check this list of presumably unknown words with the Rinsland
list in order no have a variation in the check. As Reilly2
mentioned, it is obvious that no single piece of research
could compile a complete, exactly graded vocabulary to meet
the needs of every child*
The words of the complete list were painstakingly
checked against the Rinsland list. Any word which had a
frequency of more than 10 in the grades one through six was
eliminated. The results were kept in the order in which they
appeared in the text. They were retained under the chapter
headings in which they were found.
Since the chapters were subdivided with Roman numeral
heading into sections, the words were, therefore, divided in-
to the groups discovered under that subdivision. Some of
these groups were lengthy and contained many words. Others
were quite short so that the chapter headings were used with-
out the subdivisions. The first sections of the book were
the source of large numbers of words. As progress continued
through the text, the number became smaller since many words
were repetitions of those used earlier. The result of the
1. Buckingham, B. R. and Dolch, E. W., A Bombined Word
List
,
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1936.
Reilly, Eleanor M., A Study of Social Studies
,
Reading t
Language
,
Spelling
,
and Health Textbooks to Ascertain A
Basic Vocabulary List for Grade Four
, Unpublished Master*
s
Thesis
,
Boston University, 1948 .
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checking with the Rinsland list produced 456 terms to be
made into matching tests. 237 terms were checked off.
There are 5 words in quotations which are not included
in the previous 693 words as these did not follow any order,
but were found in various parts of the book. They were set
off with quotation marks by the authors to show that they
were used in a manner peculiar to the industries or countries
with which they were associated. These were made into a
short test and placed at the end of the regular set of tests.
They would probably not be used as a test but the meanings
could be introduced when the words are met in the context.
The next problem was the c onstruction of the matching
1
tests. Canty suggested that the list of unknown words
could be divided into tests of eight or ten words with two
or three more definitions than words so that the elimination
2process may be avoided. Durrell in his report, gave a
sample test using seven words and nine definitions.
Thev* riter was compelled to vary the size of the tests,
while most of them contain seven words, in order to keep
within chapter or subdivision boundaries, it was found
necessary to use as few as four words in one test and some
with five or six words. However, in every test two addition-
#
Mary Canty, "What About Reading?" Social Education 1: 640-
3, December, 1937.
2.Donald D. Durrell, "Individual Differences and their Im-
plications with Respect to Instruction in Reading," The
Teaching of Reading: A Second Report, National Society for
tflrg straay ’Of ^auiafion Yearbook, xxxvl, 1937.
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al definitions were used
Upon consideration of the definitions to be used the
text was perused carefully in order to glean any simple
definitions which the authors thought necessary to give in
the context. The meanings taken directly from the context
were 42 in all, They consisted of words like ’cloisonne'*
described as ’copper and enamel ware*. Another interesting
term was ’etoile' meaning 'star*. The number of these
definitions was scanty although they were clear and well-
worded. They were much more definite than the usual con-
text clue.
The majority of the meanings were derived from diction-
aries. The following dictionaries provided meanings:
1. Dictionary for Boys and Girls
,
Websterb Elementary
Dictionary, American Book Go., New York, 1935.
2. Winston Simplified Dictionary for Schools
,
Shorter
Edition, T. K. Brown and W. D, Lewis Editors, Winston Co.,
Chicago, 1937.
There were 66 meanings w hich were simplifications or
adaptations of a dictionary meaning. Even with the simpli-
fied dictionaries rthich contain meanings in rather clear form,
the writer found many definitions which would have to be
shortened or discarded because of the lack of clarity or a
too elaborate vocabulary for the sixth graders. Both the
meaning from the textbook and the simplified meanings are
so indicated in the matching tests. The former had an
asterisk identifying them and the latter a crossbar. The
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final result was that 70 matching tests were constructed from
the 447 words and 1 other from the quoted words which made
71 in all.
One more difficulty was encountered in constructing the
matching tests. This was a rather fine point. The complete
list gives the words exactly as taken from the text. The
matching tests endeavor to do this also. However, it was
found in matching the definitions that if only one noun was
a plural, many bright pupils would be apt to guess the mean-
ing since the only plural definition would necessarily have
to fit that word. The same astute guesswork might be em-
ployed if several verbs were in the present tense and only
one in the past. The ability to guess the meaning might not
require too high an intelligence quotient. The writer was
forced, therefore, to drop or add an ’s' at times in the case
of nouns • If the plural made a change of more than an * s
*
,
it was decided to change all the regular nouns in that test
to plurals rather than to change the appearance of the first
noun too much by making it a singular. It seemed to the
writer that most children in the sixth grade usually can
recognize the root word easily if only • s» is added to make
a plural, or * d* or * ed* to make a past tense. More diffi-
cult changes than these were not made. In these cases, the
writer would try to make the additional definitions provide
an alternate meaning so that the proper definition would not
..
.
.
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stand out too clearly.
It would be most interesting to ssethese tests applied
and the results analyzed in order that the difficulties which
they present to various classes may be ascertained. The
writer believes, but has not definitely proved that they will
present neither too many nor too few difficulties and so can
be used to great advantage in improving both the brilliant
and the slow pupils* use of this geography textbook.
In closing, the writer wishes to emphasize that all
meanings selected are those that are the direct definitions
of the way the word was used in this text. Nations Beyond
the Seas.
.. ,
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CHAPTER IV
SUGGESTED USES UF TESTS
9

SUGGESTED USES OF MATCHING TESTS
These matching tests are intended to improve and develop
the recognition vocabulary. It is almost incredible when we
consider the recognition vocabulary required of juveniles.
In regard to this, Thorndike^- warns that parents, teachers,
and librarians have in the past grossly underestimated the
size of this vocabulary(vocabulary of juvenile books). Re-
ferring to his own work, he says that in his one hundred
twenty (120 books) there are about eighteen thousand! 18,000)
that are not in the Thorndike twenty thousand (20,000) word
list. If all capital words, that is, names of persons, places,
and the like, are excluded there are still about eleven
thousand (11,000) outside the Thorndike 20,u00*
Thorndike2reports
:
Many of these are useless impediments to understanding
and interest, which the authors and publishers, if they
had known what we now know about the frequencies of use
of words and the abilities of children, would have ex-
cluded.
He, also, states that if we should take all the books
which are recommended for reading by pupils in grades 4 to
8, inclusive, by teachers and librarians, their total
vocabulary would be much larger than 60,000 including capital-
ized words and over 40,000 without these.
1 .Edward L. Thorndike, "The Vocabulary of Books for Children in
Grades 3 to 8," Teachers College Record 38: 196-205, 316-
323, 416-426, Dec. 1936, January and February, 1937
2. Edward L. Thorndike, ibid.
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These generalities lead us to the specific statement
made by Whipple-*- who wishes to present at least one problem
of the authors of textbooks when he declares that the number
of words known by readers of different ages indicates that on
the average a child must add to his vocabulary two words every
day of his life. How is he to add these two words a day if
the authors of textbooks must carefully avoid ever using a
word he doesn’t know? Again, if they are not to avoid such
usage, what is the best method of introducing the new words?
o
Breit emphasizes the need of every means of extending
the reading vocabulary and states that the extent of the read-
ing vocabulary needed by children to-day is far greater than
formerly. She states that a second problem is the amount of
reading required in the content areas. The increasing de-
mands made on readers are often accompanied by serious diffi-
culties in word recognition and comprehension. Words which
are familiar and commonplace in one locality may be strange
and unfamiliar in another. Some subjects have a highly
technical vocabulary. There are words, too, which are en-
countered in geography material: ’steppes 1
,
’levee', ’plateau*,
etc. Teachers must be on the alert for such words and see
XT
2 .
Guy M. Whipple, "Needed Investigation in the Field of the
Textbook,” Elementary School Journal, 35: 575-582, April,
1935.
Rose Breit, "Clarifying and Enriching Meaning, Vocabularies
in the Middle and Upper Grades," Improving Reading in the
Content Fields
,
Proceedings of the Annual Conference on
Reading
,
Volume VIII, Chicago: 1946.
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that appropriate meanings are developed.
The writer does not pretend to answer finally Whipple' s^
query since a combination of work with context such as sug-
2gested by Butler, work with the dictionary and the use of
vocabulary exercises all have their place in improving the
recognition vocabulary. A combination of all at the proper
times seems a good idea. Breit seems to realize that
geographic material especially needs to have appropriate mean-
ings developed. Although she believes that geographic mate-
rial should be given careful attention, she does not specify
ways to make the terms clearer to children.
The writer believes that since these matching tests are
based upon Nations Beyond the Seas by Atwood and Thomas that
they are especially of benefit to the teacher and pupil when
utilized in close conjunction with that text. It is true,
however, that many of the new words are those encountered
generally in geographies especially those dealing with the
countries of the Old World as follows:
I. The British Commonwealth of Nations )
(This also includes the dependencies and
protectorates )
II. Prance and Its Possessions
III. The Small North Sea Countries
1. Guy M. Whipple, op. cit.
2. Huldah A. Butler, Finding Word Meaning from Cont ext in
Grades Five and Six, Unpublished Master* s' Thesis
,
Boston
University, 1043.
3. Rose Breit, op. cit.
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IV.
% V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X
X.
XI.
XII.
The Scandinavian and the Baltic Sea Countries.
The Countries of Central Europe
Southern Europe and Anatolia
Independent Countries of Africa and Southwest Asia.
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Independent Countries of the Orient
The Polar Regions
International Relations
War Supplement
There is no doubt, therefore, that these exercises will
have value with many geography texts. However, the fact that
the words follow the order of the chapters and subdivisions of
Nations Beyond the Seas make them peculiarly satisfactory to
pupils and teachers using that book.
^The tests may be used in many different ways according to
the needs and fflumen of that particular teacher and the ability
of her pupils. Nevertheless, the writer would like to point
out a few that might be beneficial:
1. The whole battery of tests may be presented to an en-
tering sixth grade in order to give the teacher an estimate of
the children* s ability to handle the geography text.
2. The battery of tests may be given to a group of sixth
graders for the purpose of analyzing the results. This ex-
periment would serve as a thesis and the results would more
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definitely prove the worth of the tests in their -final form.
3. The tests may be presented according to the sub-
divisions before each su division or chapter is to be
studied.
4. The tests may be used on smaller units than the sub-
division if necessary.
5. The children might locate the words in the section
of the chapter which contains them. They might try to find
the meaning from the context and later take the test.
6.
Canty1 suggests that the teacher have the pupil list the
words in that section which are unknown to him. Next, have
him take the matching tests to show him that he does not
really know many words which he thinks he knows. She contends
that this will make him more word-conscious and, thereby,
desire to increase his vocabulary.
7. Small areas of the test may be given and corrected.
The children might then look for the words missed in the
sections of the chapter. They could then associate the word
and its meaning with the way it is used in the context.
8. The teacher may wish to use them as open-book study
lessons and not as tests. The pupils could receive a copy of
one exercise, locate the words in the context and, from read-
Mary Canty, lvWhat About Reading?", Social Education
,
1:640-3, December, 1937*
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ing them in the context and associating them with the defini-
tion, gain a correct meaning of the word*
9. The pupils may make the words and definitions into
games by writing them separately on squares of cardboard.
With these squares they can play games on the idea of 1 Old
Maid' or 'Authors*.
10. The tests may be placed on flash cards with a word
on each card and the definition on the back.
11. These flash cards may be used by the teacher or by
the pupil-teachers for review purposes.
12. The corrected tests may be placed in note-books
and kept as a dictionary for the pupil to use when studying
the g eography lesson.
13. Many of the \vords or the definitions may be placed
under pictures illustrating them and a game played by having
the pupil give either the word or definition.
14. The pupils, towards the end of the term, may wish
to make crossword puzzles using these words and definitions.
15. The pupils may make word booklets with a word and
definition on each page and a picture illustrating them
drawn or pasted on the page.
16. The publisher may wish to insert these or similar
tests at the beginning of each ohapter or sub division of his
textbook in order t hat they may be easily accessible for use.
17. For purposes of review the pupils may be given a
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test and asked to make up sentences illustrating the words
in a context*

CHAPTER V
MATCHING TESTS
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compass
explained
descended
represented
neighboring
tropical
earliest
1* made clear
#2* an instrument which has
needle pointing north
#3. near the equator
4* commanded
5. from the beginning
6* asked
7. near, next
8. acted in place of
#9* came down from
descent
land mass
homeland
translated
briefly
distribution
sparsely
1* continent
2. not thickly settled
3. birth
4* condition
#5. country, nation
*6. turned into English
7. the act of spreading,
scattering
8. in a short manner
9. hoarsely
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_glimpses 1.
differences 2*
areas 3*
populated #4*
suited 5.
temperate 6*
scanty 7*
8 .
9.
^scattered 1.
wandering 2*
chiefly 3.
compare 4*
similar 5#
rugged 6
•
contrasts 7.
8 .
9 .
acts which are not alike
narrow, small, bare
glances, brief looks
mild, not hot nor cold
land surfaces
clothing
furnished with people
fitted
stare
luckily
to add one to another
to show differences
rough
move about
,
roam
thrown here and there
for the most part
alike, equal
to liken one to another
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column
suggestions
choices
ending
torrid
wholly
cables
1. close
2. raised
3# ropes, chains
4. words placed one above
another
5. speeches
6. hints
7* acts of choosing
8. hot, burning
9. all
Our Nearest Neighbors in the
considerably 1*
telegraph 2.
constant 3.
somewhat 4.
trace 5.
parallel 6*
location 7.
#8 .
9 .
Old World
not changing
a little
follow
line on a globe
place
mistake
ruler, measure
very much
send message by
electricity
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latitude
reference
summits
landscapes
irregular
westerly winds
1. in regard to
2. not straight
3. winds blowing from the
west
4* winds blowing to the west
5. tops
6* distance north or south
of the equator
#7* outdoor pictures
8* land near water
representatives 1.
officials 2.
relatives 3*
extends 4*
naturally 5 •
#6 .
7.
persons connected by
blood ties
stretches, reaches
those who hold a public
position
commonly
those of the same race
those chosen to act for
others
those of the same religion
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The British Empire
I. A Family of Nations II. The British Isles
exploration 1. a government controlled
by a larger nation
gradually 2. a person who defends
vast 3. went ahead
advanced 4. discovery, examination
wharves 5. piers
frequently 6 . dikes
protectorate #7. large
*
«
00 very often
#9. a little at a time
dependencies 1. countries controlled by
others
commonwealths *2 . manufacturing
political 3. fills
occupies *4. states in which everyone
works for the good of all
industrial 5. grows
develops #6. dealing with the government
products 7. crops, goods
8. commercial
9. wealthy, rich
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ruins #1. related to large masses
of land
suggest 2. snowy, icy land
surround 3. ask
districts #4. wrecks , decayed buildings
continental *5 • loose rock material
glacial drift 6
.
present to your mind
7. parts, sections
8. inclose on all sides
handicap *1. drowned river mouth
belt 2. a measure of nine feet
abundant 3. inland, inside
.emerald 4. cliff
estuary 5. hindrance, difficulty
fathom 6. plentiful
interior 7. green-colored
8. region, wide band
9 a measure of six feet
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aboutsteadily 1*
uncomfortably 2.
recognize 3.
prime minister 4*
limits 5.
concerning 6*
network 7
«
8 .
9.
subways *!•
swampy 2
•
dome 3
admire 4.
#5 »
meridian 6.
fortress 7.
8 .
9.
bounds
firmly
angrily
take note of
not easily
clergyman, preacher
government head
crossed lines
building for studying
the stars
telescope
great circle of the earth
moist
large rounded roof
kind of hat
honor, approve, like
undergrourd passages
a castle, a fort
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old taletelescope 1.
relief map 2.
relics 3*
legend 4.
freighters 5.
cargoes 6*
warehouses 7*
8 .
9 .
exports 1.
imports 2
•
basins 3*
navigable *4#
financial *5*
cultural 6*
connects #7*
#8 *
aged weapons, old objects
goods carried in a ship
ship carrying goods
one showing mountains
and valleys
storehouses
blockhouses
instruments used to look
at germs, etc.
instrument used for looking
at the stars
places for ships to float
can be traveled over by
boat
goods not manufactured
having to do with banks
having to do with books,
art
joins
goods sent into country
goods sent out of country
able to be seen9
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attracted
storage
advantage
terminus
transatlantic
firth
dredge
variety
fodder
publishing
atlas
adjoining
jute
smelting
• place for safe keeping
• benefit, favor
• invited, drew
• across the sea, ocean
• arm of the sea
• deepen, clear of mud
• dirt
• end of the line
• dislike
.
printing and selling
• collection of maps
• uniting, next to
• plant used for burlap
• melting in a furnace
• coarse food for cattle
• finally
• collection of unlike
things
• fuel
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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burlap
textiles
fiber
reminder
condition
exception
loom
1. slender, threadlike
substance
2. goods manufactured by
weaving
3* machine for weaving
4, cloth made from jute
something left out
6* remembrance
7* fitness
8. goods made by baking
9* machine for spinning
cutlery
conveniently
locomotive
distributing
deposits
estates
hedges
*1* large homes with grounds
2 • cut glass
3* places where ore is found
4* timely, suitably
5* engine
*6# cutting tools
7* sharing, passing to many
8# machines for cutting
• fence of shrubs9
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amount more than neededspecialize #1.
tourists 2.
trawlers 3*
surplus 4*
herring #5
.
peat 6.
hydroelectricity 7.
8 .
#9.
substitute for coal
small fish
energy produced by water
power
fishing vessel
vegetable
pleasure boat
apply to a particular use
traveler for fun
recent
lubricating
source
purchase
arctic
colonizers
energetic
1 . buy
2. near north pole
3. near south pole
4. hard working
5. a short time ago
6. making smooth, oily
7. near equator
8* that from which anything
comes
9. people who make settlements
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British Lands in Africa
overcoming
savanna
occur
scrubland
withered
forwarded
comDOund
#1. happen
2. shrank, faded
3* sent ahead
*4. tropical grassland
*5* fenced-in place
*6* place covered with poor
grass
7 • win
8* medicine
9* having clothes washed
natural vegetation
cultivated vegetation
veld
crushed
^prosperous
manganese
platinum
#1* inland plateau
2« broken
3* successful, growing rich
*4* plants grown without man's
help
5* phosphate
*6
•
plants cared for by man
7. used for steel
8* used for jewelry
9. used for fertilizer
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ensilage *1. work horses
compartment #2. bit close
draft animals 3* long hair of goats
forage 4. mineral used in making
steel
nibble 5. food for horses and cattle
mohair 6. mineral used in brass
vanadium 7. hair of camel
8. separate part
i
*9. cattle food stored when
green
link 1. ore used for steel
>
elevation 2. powerful
varies 3. single loop of chain
chromite 4* raised place
copra 5. spices
volcanic 6 • differs, changes
cloves 7. candy
8. dried cocoanut meat
w
9. white powder
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chromium 1.
locks 2.
charges 3.
junction 4.
pulp 5
.
kernel 6.
cacao 7.
8 .
9.
British Lands
controlled 1.
transcontinental 2*
sisal-hemp 3.
strait 4.
drought 5
•
inhabited 6*
independent #7.
#8 .
9 .
parts of canal
soft part of fruit or nut
mineral used for steel
source of chocolate
grain, seed
point of meeting
price due
substance used for teeth
loans
in Asia
across the land
dry period
narrow passage
material used for rope
material used for clothes
free
lived in
ruled over
collapsed
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mosque 1.
authority 2.
entrance 3.
peninsula 4.
spices 5*
precious 6.
competitor 7*
8 .
9.
profitable 1*
rivalry 2
.
mixture 3.
rajah 4.
remarkably 5
•
suitability 6.
millet 7.
8 .
9.
door
land surrounded by water
on three sides
Mohammedan church
power to command
anything used for seasoning
of great price
an island
one who struggles with
others
mansion, large house
contest
mixed together
prince
uncommonly, out of the
ordinary
grain
fitness
gainful, paying
rug
song, dance
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lack of foodfamine
shortage
equipping
threshing
bullocks
sown
breakwaters
tanneries
ordinary
distributaries
bazaars
sufficient
avoid
•
• oxen
• needed amount
• seeded
• fitting out, furnishing
• rim
. shipping
. raveling cloth
• beating grain
• usual
• open markets
• enough
.
places where hides are
cured
« keep away from
• alike
• outlets
. waves
, sea walls
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
*2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

outlets 1.
brocades 2.
cashmeres 3.
spheres 4.
influence 5.
customer 6*
graphite 7.
8 .
9 •
outposts 1.
refineries 2
•
ceded 3.
fringed 4*
orient 5.
Occident 6#
barren 7
.
8 .
9.
soft woolen cloth for
shawls
cloth with raised designs
passages to the outside
control , authority
one who buys
round objects, also
sections
used for paint
used as lead in pencils
used for watches
places where raw goods
are made pure
the east
granted, gave up
the west
not producing, bare
stations in lonely places
bordered
poles
places where art and
music are learned

policy
solve
eucalyptus
marsupial
destructive
archipelago
ancestor
*1. trees
2. groups of islands
3. line of conduct, behavior
4. one from whom you are
descended
5. explain, clear up
*6. animal which carries young
in pouch
7. old
8. melt
9. deadly, causing death
benefit 1*
proportion #2.
arid 3.
effect 4.
remainder 5.
determine 6*
barrier 7.
profit
,
gain
bar, wall
what is left, rest
decide, make up your mind
share, size,amount
cause to happen
armor
8 to make an effort
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prosperity
fortunate
reservoir
gauge
ability
geyser
thrive
1 . lucky
2. measure
3. power, skill
4. grow, increase
5. hot spring
6. success, riches
7. a place to hold water
8. a kind of cloth
9. thrifty
outlying 1.
perishable *2,
resin 3*
i
capable 4.
antipodes 5.
wholesale 6*
#7.
#8 .
in large amounts
a substance used for
varnish
chewing gum
islands on opposite sides
of the globe
distance from center
win out
able
easily spoiled, decayed
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Prance and Its Possessions
corridor
hub
bulky
luxuries
quality
impresses
boulevards
1. center of wheel
2. wide streets
3. kind, degree of excellence
4. stamps
#5* things not necessary
6. large boulders, rocks
7* soaps
8* takes up space, room
9* long passageway
etoile 1.
deputy 2.
clustered 3*
potash *4*
bauxite 5*
principality 6*
engaged 7 *
8 *
9 .
agent, representative
bunches together
used for fertilizers
star
ore used to make aluminum
head of a school
kind of wood for boxes
country ruled by a prince
busy, occupied
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comparisons 1.
brilliant *2.
phosphate 3*
artesian #4.
clumps 5*
encourage 6.
utensils 7*
8 «
9.
Small North Sea
polder 1
.
societies 2*
narcissi #3*
inlet #4*
intensively #5.
lack #6
•
#7.
8 .
sparkling
used in fertilizer
deep bored well
anything used for
practical work
cheer
workmen
heroes
clusters, groups
likenesses
Countries
low, flat land drained
of sea water
with strength
groups of people
need
small bay
white flowers
people who sell flowers
large rock
embroidery9
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indicates #1.
associates 2.
extension #3*
chemicals 4*
exceeding 5.
overseer 6.
evaporate 7*
8 .
9.
extract 1.
parentheses 2*
horizon 3.
leeward 4*
newsprint 5.
nitrate 6.
7 «
points out
disappear into vapor
parts of a compound
the foreman, director
companions, partners
very great, outstanding
clothing
help, aids
the part added on
line where sky and land
appear to meet
obtain by pressing, take
out
chemical
away from the wind
forward
marks used to enclose
explanations
thin paper used fox news-
paper
8. printing press
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charcoal 1*
preserve #2.
resources 3*
nitrogen 4.
fiber 5.
#6 .
7.
slender, threadlike sub-
stance
fuel made from burned wood
chemical used for
fertilizer
fuel found in bogs
flower, plant
keep
natural wealth
Countries of Central Europe
progressive
landlocked
disadvantage
internationalized
1. shut off from the sea
2# used by all countries
3. having to do with canals
4* injury, harm
5. the locks of a canal
6. move forward
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results
rotate
bituminous
lignite
spires
breweries
lenses
Germany and
optical
reasonable
crevasse
shaggy
relationship
Germany
1. soft coal
2* hard coal
3* tops of steeples
4* brown coal
#5. places where beer is made
#6. pieces of glass used to
improve eyesight
7» knives
#8. outcome
#9. change about, take turns
Small Countries of Central Europe
1. rough, ragged
*2. crack, opening
3. kind of cloth
4. kind of ship
#5* the state of being
connected
6. sound, sensible
• having to do with eyesight7
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Southern Europe
ventured 1.
terraced 2*
citrus fruits 3.
bleaching 4.
hindered 5.
6 •
7.
charter #1.
scale 2.
tungsten 3*
canopies 4.
patios 5*
6 .
*7 .
and Anatolia
blocked, barred
raised level, or platform
oranges, lemons
making white
apples, pears
making sandy
took a chance, risked
amount
overhangings
hire for private use
ornaments
discovered
ore used for steel
open courts
if
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mercury
sickles
scythes
trample
interrupt
exactly
conveniently
#1. hand tools with blade
in half circle
2. tools with long blade
and long handle
3. delicious
4 . crush
5. correctly
6. comfortably
7* cause to stop
8. saving work, favorably
*9. quicksilver
lagoon
outstripped
macaroni
quarries
craters
fissures
eruption
1. won over, excel
2. food made from wheat paste
3* holes from which stone is
cut
4* narrow cracks
5* anything which burst forth
6* a candv
7. cup-shaped openings
8. tools used in making
scissors
9* shallow lake or channel
..
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Bulgaria, Turkey, and Egypt
minaret 1
.
localities *2.
cataracts 3.
trough 4*
chat 5
6 .
*7.
Russia—U.S
.
soviet 1.
enormous 2.
steppes 3*
lichens 4*
5.
6 •
tall tower
rapids, falls
long shallow wooden basin
talk briefly
comb
small cats
places
i.R.
very large
small walk
kind of hat
level plains
low-growing plants
group representing
district in communistic
state
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Independent Countries of the Orient
teakwood #1. change
bamboo 2. agreement between nations
transfer #3. carry on business
treaty 4. treelike, woody plant with
hollow stem
transact 5. light wood found in
Australia
6* turn into English
7. hard wood found in Asia
ft
Japan and Manchukuo
transplanting *1 • factory where silk is spun
filature 2* two-wheeled carriage
painstaking 3.
drawn by man
plant or set out in
calamity 4*
another place
disaster, anything evil
resemble 5. delicate, refined
rickshaw #6. taking care
7. operation
8. plant in the autumn
#9. look, or appear alike
•
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cloisonn£ *1
.
white, oily material
soy beans #2. taking out
indication
/
*3. grain which grows like
tall corn
camphor #4. something used in place
of a substance
kao liang 5* signal,hint, mark
extracting 6 • French for perfume
7. omitting
8. money crop of North China
*9* copper and enamel ware
The Chinese Republic
census 1. having special ability,
gifted
talented 2. broad, side
extensive *3, white substance used in
metals and medicines
tung oil 4* attract, delight
ant imony 5. small charge
fascinate 6. odor, smell
7. gasoline
8. substance with bad odor
used in making varnish
9. count made by the govern -
ment
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movejugglers 1.
shift 2 •
famine 3
•
magnificent 4*
invaders 5
provinces 6*
yak 7 •
8 .
9.
junks 1.
sampans 2*
coolies #3.
inlaid 4.
isolation 5*
predict 6*
grand splendid
people who enter a country
with an army
divisions of a state
carriage used in Asia
people who are skilled in
tricks
starvation
people who sell from door
to door
animal used for carrying
burdens
set into a surface
unskilled hired workmen
tell ahead what is going
to happen
small, flat-bottomed boat
usually propelled by an oar
income
Chinese ship with one to
five masts
articles used to make ice
separation, being cut off
7
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Polar Regions, International Relations
sledges 1.
derigibles 2 .
influence 3.
technical 4.
disasters 5.
sympathy 6.
7.
8 .
conquering #1.
annexing 2 •
guerrilla 3.
reinforcements #4.
convoys 5.
furious 6.
counter-attack 7.
#8 .
#9 •
misfortunes, serious
accidents
power over another
relating to science
pity, tenderness
diseases
cigar-shaped balloon
machines for cutting wheat
seat or box on heavy
runners used to carry loads
3mall band of men not
belonging to regular army
additional troops or ships
very angry
taking possession of a land
move against
large animal
reaching a stop
protecting forces such as
ships
defeating, winning
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used in attackbesieging 1.
surrendered #2*
offensive 3.
foothold #4.
campaign 5.
triumph 6.
reeling #7.
8 .
9.
deserved 1.
stronghold 2.
disorderly 3.
rout 4.
determined 5.
escort 6*
invasion 7.
8 .
safe place on the edge
army plan for one purpose
surrounding and waiting
type of shoe
stringing
gave up
marked success
giving way, staggering
decided, fixed
attend as a guard
act of entering a country
not conquered
was worthy of
invalid, sick person
lawle s s
,
unruly
defeat
9 fort
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prospect
rousing
liberation
pincers
mishandle
withdrawal
headway
#1. freeing
2. tool for gripping and
holding
#3. carry out poorly
4. removing
5. forward movement
6. type of hat
#7. awaken from sleep
8. idea
9* outlook
blockaded
battered
desperately
combined
conquest
1. without regard for danger
2* joined, united
3* winning
4* wearily
5. injured
6* made with toy3
7* closing up
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destroying 1.
offset 2.
raid 3*
pendant 4.
crumbling 5.
launch 6
.
7.
8 .
anything done to equal
something else
any hanging object as
an earring
breaking into pieces
a meal
reaching, taking
killing, putting an end
to
throw, send forth
sudden attack
The following words were contained in the text with
quotation marks because of the special meaning they con-
veyed in this use. They may be given at the beginning of
the year.
"milled" *1. removed thin shaving of
bark
tapped” &2 graphite
"lead" *3. rubber pressed into
sheets
"cake” *4. new parts of cities in
Asia
"European" *5 • pressed soy beans
'.
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SUMMARY

SUMMARY
An attempt was made in this study to prepare exercises
on the vocabulary of the textbook Nations Beyond the Seas
,
Wallace W. Atwood and Helen Goss Thomas, Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1944.
A random sampling was taken from the textbook. This
sampling included all words which the writer considered
might be unknown to many sixth grade pupils. As a result,
the following material was assembled:
1. A complete list of 693 terms occurring in the
sampling.
2. A list of 456 terms which survived a check with the
Rinsland vocabulary list. Any word which had a frequency of
more than lo in Grades one through six was eliminated.
3. The words in each list were placed under the chapter
headings and subdivisions.
4. Five extra words which were set off by quotation
marks in the text were placed at the end of the lists. These
were quoted because of a special use in the countries or in- '
dustries with which they were associated.
5. 70 matching tests were constructed from the 456
terms which survived the check.
6. 1 exercise was compiled rrom the 5 quoted words.
7. 42 meanings were taxen directly from the context.
8. 66 meanings were simplifications or adaptations or
' • '
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a dictionary meaning.
9. The remaining meanings were taken from the
dictionaries
•
There is no criterion for the belief that all these
words are unknown to sixth graders. However, after checking
with the vocabulary list so many words yet remained that it
may be assumed that some method of presenting the new words
would aid in the comprehension of the text. These matching
tests will provide one phase of this work. They may reduce
or eliminate the number of confusions.
It is suggested that these tests serve as an experi-
mental study with several hundred children. After the data
have been compiled, the tests may be used or revised
according to the findings of the experimenter.
..
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THE CHECKED LIST
The Old World
I. The Eastern
Hemisphere and
Its People
hemisphere
located
include
discovery
monuments
architects
sculptors
old masters
compass
explain
descended
represented
descent
earliest
neighboring
land mass
tropical
> homeland
translated
briefly
distribution
glimpses
sparsely
differences
areas
populated
suited
temperate
scanty
scattered
wandering
chiefly
compare
similar
rugged
contrasts
column
suggestions
choices
ending
torrid
wholly
II* Our Nearest
Neighbors in the
Old World
considerably
telegraph
cables
constant
somewhat
trace
parallel
latitude
locations
reference
summits
landscape
irregular
extends
westerly
representatives
officials
naturally
relatives
The British
Empire
I* A Great
Family of
Nations
exploration
vast
advanced
wharves
frequently
independent
protectorates
dependencies
commonwealth
II. The British
Isles
political
occupies
develop
products
industrial
ruins
suggest
surround
districts
continental
glacial
drift
handicap
belt
abundant
. emerald
estuary
fathoms
interior
steadily
uncomfortable
recognize
prime minister
limits
concerning
network
subways
swampy
dome
admire
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observatory
telescope
meridians
relief map
fortress
relics
legend
freighters
cargoes
warehouses
exports
imported
docks
basins
navigable
financial
cultural
connects
attracts
storage
advantages
terminus
transatlantic
firth
dredging
variety
fodder
publishing
atlas
adjoining
jute
burlap
smelting
textile
fiber
flax
reminder
monsoon
conditions
exception
looms
cutlery
conveniently
locomotives
distributing
deposits
estates
hedges
specialized
tourists
herring
irregular
peat
refining
hydroelectricity
surplus
recent
lubricating
source
purchase
arctic
colonizers
energetic
resources
overcoming
III* British
Lands in Africa
savanna
forwarded
veld
occur
scrubland
withered
compound
inclosures
crushed
manganese
platinum
ensilage
compartments
draft
forage
nibble
mohair
vanadium
link
elevation
varies
chromite
chromium
copra
volcanic
cloves
locks
charges
junction
pulp
kernel
cacao
pods
IV. British Lands
in Asia
controlled
transcontinental
sisal hemp
strait
droughts
inhabited
mosque
authority
entrance
peninsula
value
spices
precious
profitable
competitors
rivalry
mixture
rajahs
remarkably
suitability
millet
shortage
equipped
threshing
bullocks
sown
margin
breakwaters
tanneries
outlets
distributaries
bazaar
sufficient
avoid
ordinary
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brocades
cashmere
sphere
influence
customer
graphite
arched
outposts
refineries
ceded
fringed
orient
Occident
barren
V* Australia
New Zealand
policy
solve
eucalyptus
marsupials
destructive
archipelago
ancestors
benefit
proportion
arid
effect
remainder
determine
barrier
ores
prosperity
fortunately
reservoirs
gauge
ability
geysers
thrive
perishable
resin
outlying
antipodes
wholesale
capable
Prance and Its
Possessions
I. The Republic
of France
corridor
hub
bulky
luxuries
quality
impresses
boulevards
etoile
deputies
clustered
and potash
bauxite
principality
engaged
comparisons
II* The Possessions
of Prance
brilliant
phosphate
artesian
clumps
encourage
utensils
The Small North Sea
Countries (and their
Possessions )
polder
societies
narcissi
florists
inlet
intensively
lack
indicates
associated
extension
chemical
exceedingly
overseer
evaporated
extract
parenthesis
Scandinavia and the
Baltic Sea Countries
horizon
leeward
newsprint
preserved
charcoal
nitrate
nitrogen
resource
fiber
The Countries of
Central Europe
(Germany)
progressive
landlocked
disadvantage
internationalized
result
rotate
rotation
bituminous
lignite
spires
breweries
lenses
optical
reasonable
crevasse
shaggy
relationship
Southern Europe
and Anatolia
I. Mediterranean
borderlands
ventured
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terraced
citrus fruit
bleaching
II . Spain and
Portugal
hindered
chartered
scale
tungsten
canopies
patios
mercury
sickles
scythes
trampling
interrupted
III. Italy
exactly
conveniently
lagoon
outstripped
macaroni
quarries
crater
fissures
eruption
The Balkan
Countries /Turkey
minarets
localities
Independent
Countries of Africa
and Southwest Asia
cataracts
trough
chat
pilgrimage
TT. S. S. R.
soviet
enormous
steppe
lichens
Independent
Countries of
the Orient
I. Thailand
teakwood
bamboo
transferred
II. Japan
treaty
transact
transplanting
filature
painstaking
calamity
resemble
rickshaws
exquisite
cloisonne’
soy beans
indications
camphor
III. Manchukuo
kaoliang
extracting
substitutes
IV. The Chinese
Republic
census
talented
extensive
tung oil
ant imony
fascinating
fee
jugglers
shifted
famine
magnificent
invaders
provinces
yak
junks
sampans
coolies
inlaid
isolation
predict
The Polar Regions
sledges
derigibles
International
Relations
influence
technical
disasters
sympathy
War Supplement
conquering
annexed
guerrilla
reinfore ements
convoys
furious
counter-attacks
besieging
surrendered
offensive
foothold
campaign
triumph
reeling
deserved
stronghold
disorderly
rout
determined
escorting
invasion
prospect
rousing
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liberation
pincers
mishandles
withdrawal
headway-
blockaded
battered
desperately
combined
conquest
destroying
offset
raids
pendant
crumbling
launched
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APPENDIX B
COMPLETE LIST
The Old World land mass section
tropical chiefly
I. The Eastern Hemi- locate compare
sphere and Its People homeland similar
languages seasons
during various seaports
learned translated harbor
explored briefly river-mouths
settled author* s goods
continents distribution rugged
hemisphere glimpses contrasts
located densely suppose
include sparsely wherever
nation differences pleased
discovery reasons column
monuments crowded suggestions
building areas imagine
remains populated really
temples eastern choices
architects regional acquairted
design mountainous choosing
sculptors suited ending
old masters temperate sentence
literature well-watered torrid
example season wholly
compass surface yearly
possible climate enough
invented except
invention flight
printing natural II. Our Nearest
press boundary Neighbors in the
explain zone Old World
important desert
already valley border
descended view considerably
represented plateau routes
population living opposite
neighbor scanty telegraph
descent scattered cables
earliest groups constant
paragraph wandering comparisons
neighboring flocks somewhat
stretch few trace
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parallel
latitude
locations
notice
reference
summits
height
probably
landscape
physical
irregular
peninsula
fiord
separates
extends
westerly
possessions
colonies
keenly
interested
representatives
companies
government
officials
naturally
relatives
seldom
valuable
outline
The British
Empire
I. A Great Family
of Nations
exploration
during
gradually
control
vast
advanced
backward
native
firms
branch
wharves
frequently
independent
govern
shore
protectorates
dependencies
commonwealth
II. The British
Isles
political
occupies
self-governing
member
develop
manufacturing
foreign
commerce
ranks
products
commercial
industrial
ruins
especially
suggest
surround
range
central
districts
continental
glaciers
caused
material
srlacial
drift
handicap
belt
mild
abundant
emerald
metal
ore
estuary
fathoms
shallow
current
interior
overlying
steadily
uncomfortable
quantities
moisture
agriculture
complete
principal
prepared
recognize
prime minister
limits
capital
concerning
traffic
network
subways
swampy
dome
towers
admire
respect
observatory
telescope
meridians
relief map
fortress
relics
legend
freighters
cargoes
warehouses
exports
imported
period
docks
basins
navigable
financial
cultural
providing
spare
connects
attracted
storage
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advantages
terminus
transatlantic
firth
shallow
dredging
variety
fodder
publishing
atlas
adjoining
jute
burlap
twine
sacks
smelting
textile
fiber
flax
reminder
monsoon
conditions
exception
pastured
looms
cutlery
conveniently
locomotives
distributing
hardware
pottery
deposits
estates
thatches
hedges
specialized
poultry
mild
tourists
herring
irregular
peat
bogs
refining
hydroelectricity
exchange
machinery
mineral oil
surplus
recent
fuel
lubricating
source
purchase
additional
degrees
arctic
problem
raw
colonizers
energetic
resources
overcoming
III. British
Lands in Africa
plantations
grazing
natural
rulers
include
equator
desert
oasis
savanna
forwarded
veld
occur
vegetation
prairies
scrubland
withered
compound
inclosures
polished
crushed
prosperous
manganese
platinum
ensilage
compartments
irrigated
draft
forage
nibble
mohair
vanadium
link
elevation
varies
chromite
chromium
trough
copra
volcanic
cloves
locks
shareholders
charges
junction
pulp
kernel
cacao
pods
moisture
IV. British Lands
in Asia
controlled
transcontinental
descent
sisal hemp
strait
university
droughts
inhabited
mosque
power
authority
ent ranee
peninsula
value
spices
precious
profitable
transportation
caravan
competitors
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rivalry orient France and Its
natives Occident possessions
mixture barren
rajahs I. The Republic
tributary V* Australia and of France
remarkably New Zealand corridor
lava policy spokes
suitability solve hut
monsoon eucalyptus bulky
millet marsupials space
shortage destructive artistic
equipped archipelago distributing
gateway ancestors luxuries
threshing benefit quality
bullocks proportion embroideries
sown arid activity
stalls effect impresses
margin remainder boulevards
breakwaters alfalfa sculpture
tanneries silo etoile
deltas determine
.
deputies
pilot barrier clustered
outlets ores lava
distributaries anxiously potash
bazaar prosperity fertilizers
sufficient serious bauxite
avoid fortunately principality
ordinary reservoirs engaged
sacred permanent comparisons
brocades gauge
cashmere ability II* The possessions
sphere geysers of France
influence unusual brilliant
customer uncomfortably phosphate
established pasturage artesian
nomads thrive clumps
cured perishable encourage
graphite resin utensils
laborers outlying delta
gravel duties development
arched antipodes agriculture
base wholesale knowledge
outposts capable
refineries mutton The Small North Sea
ceded opportunities Countries
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societies timber
narcissi accounts
florists landlocked
inlet disadvantage
dike internationalized
intensively result
forage rotate
lack rotation
indicates bituminous
associated lignite
extension spires
chemical breweries
flax lenses
linen optical
exceedingly reasonable
stalks crevasse
juice tobogganing
overseer shaggy
evaporated
headquarters
relationship
thatched Southern Europe
extract
except
and Anatolia
parenthesis I. Mediterranean
Borderlands
Scandinavia and
the Baltic Sea
pyramids
ventured
Countries terraced
fiords trace
canyons citrus fruit
horizon
hollows
bleaching
leeward II. Spain and
newsprint Portugal
preserved
charcoal hindered
nitrate chartered
nitrogen scale
resource tungsten
fiber canopies
patios
The Countries of mercury
Central Europe-- sickles
(Germany ) scythes
progressive tramplinginterrupted
III. Italy
exactly
conveniently
lagoon
outstripped
macaroni
quarries
crater
fissured
eruption
The Balkan Countries,
Turkey
minarets
localities
Independent
Countries of Africa
and Southwest Asia
cataracts
troughs
chat
pilgrimages
U. S. S. R.
soviet
enormous
experiment
steppe
lichens
Independent
Countries of the
Orient
I. Thailand
teakwood
bamboo
transferred
II. Japan
treaty
transact
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transplanting
filature
painstaking
calamity
resemble
rickshaws
kimonos
bales
lacquer
bronze
exquisite
cloisonne'
soy beans
indications
camphor
III. Manchukuo
kaoliang
extracting
substitute
IV. The Chinese
Republic
census
talented
scholars
extensive
mild
tung oil
antimony
fascinating
fee
jugglers
shifted
course
famine
magnificent
attractive
invaders
provinces
yak
junks
sampans
coolies
inlaid
isolation
predict
The Polar Regions
sledges
derigibles
International
Relations
influence
technical
disasters
misfortune
sympathy
mishandle
withdrawal
headway
blockaded
battered
desperately
combined
conquest
destroying
offset
raids
pendant
crumbling
launched*
War Supplement
conquering
armistice
annexed
guerilla
reinforcements
convoys
torpedoes
objected
furious
counter-attacks
besieging
surrendered
offensive
foothold
campaign
triumph
reeling
deserved
stronghold
disorderly
rout
wastes
determined
escorting
invasion
prospect
rousing
objective
liberation
pincers
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